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If the Medes and Persians had ever changed
their laws there would have been a disturbance
a m o n g the people, so the Medes and Persians very
Issued monthly, by the students of John B. Stetson University.
wisely kept their statutes unchanged. By so doing
Entered a t DeLand postoffice as second class mail matter.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
$1.00 they escaped what our faculty has been underSingle Copy Fifteen cents
going this year—the agonies of endless commitEDITORS.
tee meetings. T h e Medes might have had a "perm o t u r u m " committee. W e have had a "curricuEDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Miss Elizabeth E Winegar
ASSISTANT.
M P. Edwards
lum" committee and a "little race" they had too in
LOCAL EDITORS
J Miss Hattie Porter settling our new curriculum. But at last by some
| M. E. Johnson
anaconda-like stretching process each member
i Louise McKinney
LITERARY EHITORS
< Elizabeth Remmers
managed to get more of his or her subject into the
| Helen Forbes
ALUMNI EDITOR.
E. F. Oates
course. So when the new catalogue comes out we
EXCHANGE EDITOK
L. P. Mace
ATHLETIC EDITOR
Edwin Baldwin
shall see that hereafter any poor mortal who deB U S I * B S S M.NAGEKS
j ^ M ^ n P o p e
tests sciences and mathematics and loves Latin
and Philosophy with all his brain, may, if he has
On the campus, in the buildings, on the street, no conflicts, sail through a four years' blissful
everywhere one hears it—that tiresome "bark
course and attain t o the degree of Ph.B. A twenthe remnant of the "grippe." If one is out of ty-second Latin course may be offered for t h e
school a few days the first thing one hears on re- benefit of one or two students who would take a
turning is a chorus of voices, " H a d the grippe?" fortieth if it were to be had. No provision has
If one should have learned one's piece or written been made for a course preparing for the position
one's oration and didn't do it, out it comes, "I've of Collegiate Editor and this we think a great overhad the grippe." T o be sure the Collegiate is late sight. An eight weeks' course in editorial writing,
this time but you will forgive it for it also has had in copy hunting, methods of extracting promised
the grippe. Its literary board particularly has had copy from recreant individuals, and last but not
a hard time of it and the doctor's bills are enor- least the way t o make things pay, would be a great
mous. W e hope the entertainment to be given blessing. This course should lead to the degree
next month will pay these bills and we sincerely C.E. or M.C.B. (Collegiate Editor or Member of
hope that the next number will not come out suf- Collegiate Board).
fering from "after effects." But then you know7
the old saying, "As mad as a March hare" and this
W e remember here at Stetson the proverb, " I t
is the March number.
is the early bird that catches the worm," and also
the last half of that couplet,"Early to bed and early
With the beginning of the new term has come to rise makes man healthy, wealthy and wise." W e
to us the long wished for variation of the monot- disregard the first half for obvious reasons. T h e
ony of school routine. At the first of the school doors of Elizabeth Hall are open at a quarter past
year one of the chief excitements is the study of seven and school begins at that hour to last until
new faces. Then we are fresh from a long sum- late in the afternoon.
Few grumblings are heard
mer's rest and not in need of any relaxation; but over this necessity for early rising, because our punow, when t h e year is two-thirds over, the advent pils are beginning t o feel the charm of the early
of a bevy of new people means a pleasant flurry morning. The twittering of the birds among the
in the halls and on t h e campus. This stir makes soft baby leaves of the oaks is irresistible when the
ns feel alive, makes us feel that we are growing, sun is still rubbing his eyes and the dew is not all
and that whatever there may have been in the past fallen yet. Not one of the youngest of us but feels
of doubt and fear, the present is bright and the the spell of it all. Everything goes off with a snap
future positively gleaming. This is what t h e that is delicious t o think of when we are melting in
"spring.term teachers' class" does for us. the "reg- a late afternoon class on the west side of the buildulars." W h a t can we do in return?
ing. By all means take an early class if you can.
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Jsiterary.
The Mythology of Mistress Goose.
Much to be pitied is he to whose mature mind
the sight of a volume of Mother Goose does not
bring back memories of happy childhood days—
memories which seem to hallow the simple doggerel ; but there are few who realize that, between
the covers of this variegated little volume is an
epitome of folk lore—the poetic symbolism of the
hardy Norseman, the vivid imagery of the dweller
by the Seine, and the more vigorous if less musical
song of the Teuton.
Tradition connects the rhymes with Elizabeth
Goose, or Vergoose, of Boston, whose son-in-law,
Thomas Fleet, is supposed to have published them
in 1719, exactly as good Mistress Goose sang
them to her children. This, though so generally
accepted, rests entirely upon the statement of John
Fleet Eliot, great-grand-son of Thomas Fleet, that
Edward Crowninshield, of Boston, had seen a copy
of the book in the library of the American Antiquarian Society, at Worcester. Since this interesting document cannot be found, and no one else
has ever testified to its existence, the correctness
of the good lady's claim is open to question. But,
however that may be, the fact that the cow jumped over the moon, or that Jack and Jill fell down
the hill, had been lisped by childish lips in England
and Europe from remote antiquity. Caractacus,
king of the Britons, was rocked in his cradle on the
isle of Mona and lulled by these same sleep-wooing melodies.
The natural query as to the origin of the name,
as applied to nonsense-stories, is easier asked than
answered.
Our first acquaintance with it as a
title for the prose-tales with which it is now associated, dates back t o 1697, when the witty and versatile Perrault, then in his sixty-first year, turned
from cares of state to publish his "Contes de ma
Mere l'Oye." But there can be no* doubt that, for
many years anterior to this, "Mother Goose stories" had been a favorite synonym for fairy tales,
some writers even tracing the title back to Queen
Bertha of the Goose-foot, mother of Charlemagne.
Of the stories themselves, as we find them in Perrault, some are borrowed from Boccaccio's Decamerone, and some from earlier sources, while
many are mythological and symbolical in their
character, as Sleeping Beauty personifying winter,
and the Prince, reawakening spring. They were
first published over the signature of Perrault's son,
then a mere child, and, combining the artless sincerity and directness of childhood with the reflective wisdom of maturity, appealed not only to the
children but to the French court as well—a court
glad to divest itself, for a time, of the artificial ex-

actions of its environment. They comprised Little
Red Riding-hood, Blue-beard, Sleeping Beauty,
Puss in Boots, Cinderilla, Little Thumb, and Riquet with the Tuft; and were first printed with a
rhymed moral at the end of each story, as, for example, this, roughly translated, which closed the
sad narrative of Bluebeard and his wives:
Oh, curiosity! which, spite of charms,
Gives pleasure not one-half so much as harms.
One sees each day a thousand things appear
To prove that ever thou dost cost too dear,
And, however much the fair sex be displeased,
Their zest is lost when that they sought is
seized.
These morals, however, have been in general omitted in the translations, the first of which was made
about 1729 by Robert Samber, and dedicated to
Lady Mary Montagu.
So much for the prose tales. The rhymes
bring us at once to John Newbery, the famous
publisher of St. John's Churchyard, and the first
English printer to issue books for children. A m o n g
his publications are reprints of Perrault's stories;
some of the familiar melodies of the day, under the
caption, " M o t h e r Goose's tales," and the "History
of Little Goody Two Shoes," the authorship of
which is generally ascribed to Oliver Goldsmith.
Thereafter there were many editions, incorporating more and more of the familiar child-songs of
the day, until in 1768 we find John Mein, of Boston, advertising among other new books, "Tom
Thumb's Folio," which contains a number of nursery rhymes identical with Newbery's. This seems
to have been our first acquaintance with Old
World nursery lore. W h a t is the history of these
simple ditties thus made familiar to us? Of all
the strange stories wrapt up in them, perhaps none
has more peculiar and interesting significance than
that of "Jack and Jill." At first glance, perhaps,
the statement that—
Jack and Jill went up the hill
To fetch a pail of water.
Jack fell down and broke his crown,
And Jill came tumbling after,
may seem more diverting than profound; but let
us trace it back through the tongues of many generations of lispers to the bleak land of heroic conceptions and poetic symbolisms—strange, fantastic Norway—and behold the little verse takes on a
new meaning.
Ages ago, in a time when the memory of man
runneth not back to the contrary, Mani, the moon,
stole two children, Hjuki and Bil, from their parents, and carried them off to heaven. They had
been engaged in drawing water from a well with a
bucket and pole, which implements were trans-
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lated with them, and with them were placed
among the stars, where they would ever be in evidence to mortal eyes. These two children seem to
be identified with the spots in the moon, and their
falling down symbolical of the disappearance of
the spots as the moon wanes.
But Baring-Gouid, in his work on Mediaeval
Myths, suggests an even more interesting origin.
"Hjuki," says he, "is derived from the verb "jakka," to heap or pile together, to increase; and
"Bil" from "bila," to break up or dissolve. Hjuki
and Bil, therefore, signify nothing more than the
waxing anel waning of the moon, and the water
they are represented as bearing signifies the fact
that the rainfall depends on the phases of the
moon. W a x i n g and waning were individualized,
and the meteorological fact of the connection of
the rain with the moon was represented by the
children as water bearers." So much for Hjuki and
Bil, whose evolution to Jack and Jill is a simple
matter for the accommodating philologist.
For "Old King Cole, that merry old soul,"
we have England to thank, such a person having
reigned in Britain about the third century A. D,
He is supposed to have been the father of St. Helena, mother of Constantine. At Colchester there
is an earthwork called King Cole's kitchen.
"The three wise men of Gotham" may be
traced to the parish of Gotham in Nottinghamshire, England, which parish bears the unenviable
reputation of having more stupidity per capita
than any other spot in all Albion, so that the term
became a synonym for fool. T h e name was first
applied to New York by Irving in his Salmagundi;
nor even yet have some of the wiseacres of the metropolis ceased to navigate the political sea in
barks as frail as those used by the devoted voyagers or Mother Goose.
Most of the nursery rhymes as we have them
today still retain their English idiom, and show internal evidence of great antiquity. " O n e misty
moisty m o r n i n g " suggests nothing so much as a
London fog. " W h e n good King Arthur ruled
this land" readily identifies itself with England as
do "Sing a song of sixpence," " L o n d o n Bridge,"
"Pussy cat. Pussy cat," and many others.
"The man in the moon," has a whole series of
stories and explanations gathered about his smiling and somewhat cavernous countenance. The
oldest of these identifies him as a Sabbath-breaker,
who, while gathering fagots upon the Lord's day,
was suddenly taken up, bundle and all, and placed
where he would evermore serve as a warning and
example. Some ascribe this direful punishment
to Moses, identifying the victim with the Sabbathbreaker described in Numbers, X V ; 32-36. T o
conform to the scriptural narrative, however, they
must consider this to have been a posthumous disposition of him. The fact that, in Germany, the
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full moon is spoken of as "waclel," a fagot, is evidence of the antiquity of the superstition there.
'I he Dutch have it that the unhappy man was
caught stealing vegetables.
Alexander Neeham, an English writer of the
twelfth century, in writing of popular superstitions,
alludes to the man in the moon in a Latin verse
which has been thus translated;
"See the
H o w his
Thus his
It never

rustic in the moon,
bundle weighs him down.
sticks the truth reveal—
profits man to steal."

Baring-Gould cites a seal appended to a deed
in the Record Office, dated 1335, bearing the figure of the man in the moon as its device. Shakspere, both in Midsummer Night's Dream, and in
the Tempest, alludes to the man in the moon, in
both instances accompanied by a dog as well as
the traditional bundle of sticks; while Eastern superstition substitutes a hare for the dog. The extra vivid imagination of old English crones saw
there a woman's figure also; and, at full moon, the
outlines of a woman's face, as well as those of the
traditional man, are not difficult for the fanciful to
discern.
B.

^Kpda^s.
A Snap Shot.
H e has an odd walk, an attractive walk when
you come to know it; not graceful perhaps; not
artistic even ; one leg is a little longer than it really
ought to be, measured by the mate of it; and the
other foot will not quite "track." The left knee,
like some gnarled oak, has been hardened and stiffened by the rheumatic pains of many winters. The
little old figure is stooped slightly, and the hands
always swing in a rhythmic time accompaniment to
the limp that is ever present. But you never think
of weeping at the limp, it is a defect that never
arouses tears or sorrow; it seems so natural and
part of the whole, that it does not seem to need
any special sympathy; and as for any part needing
sympathy, none would resent it sooner than the
owner himself.
The weazened, black face, black as the hue of
night, half shrewd, half whimsical, is divided horizontally by the opposing halves of a mustache
that seems a cross between a scrubbing brush, and
a black bunch of spinach ; and yet it is the pride of
the wearer, unless we except the faded, once
brown, derby hat, the gift of one of the fellows
more than a year since; in hue, matched only by
the needles of the pine straw roads. Both hat and
m u s t a c h e m o v e nnrl nnrl

wli^n t1ip> w^n,-or- t i l U
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country has a great deal of sameness and affords
few inspirations for liveliness. In one way however
it does do its share. Two artists suddenly insist
on pointing out the beauty of leaves and so forth,
and make a trial at sketching—but alas—the materials are scattered far and wide and the poor artists!—luckily "the leaves of the pine" are "soft"
and the drop from the transfer is not very high.
By the time we reach our destination, the overflow of spirits has spent itself and we are ready to
see quietly all there is to be seen and do all there is
to be done. Of course the famous DeLeon swing
is set in motion and to our joy we find a number
of new small swings; but even with these the
party is not accommodated, so the newcomers are
shown the places of historical interest and have to
submit to being told all that the person with whom
they happen to be knows about—ahem! the historical element. But the river is too enticing and
we hunt up the man t o rent boats. Yes we want
two boats and four oars—and we don't want
leaky boats. At last he "catches the notion" and
the boats are drawn up to the pier, and six people
tumble into each. Of course, no one knows where
to sit and no one can hear any advice on that subject on account of the general hubbub, but finally
it is settled to everybody's satisfaction, and off we
go. Each time the rowers change there is the imminent danger of tipping the boat, and some
wicked one is constantly rocking to keep the idea
of a ducking in everybody's mind. But through
it all we are very lucky; at last we reach the pier
in safety, and must now invent some new sport,
but hold!—it's dinner time and all of us flock to
the pavilion. A fire is made outside to boil the
coffee, which, seeing there are so many cooks for
it, really turns out remarkably well. After the
viands are demolished, the table cleared and the
baskets packed again, the party once more breaks
up and the different ones find amusements suited
to their more or less trivial natures, such as seesaws, human pendulum, swings or the more sedate walking.
But it is getting dusk and the moon is not acDeLeon H o !
commodating, so, after roll has been called to
We have had another of those delightful pic- make sure that no one is finding out the depths of
nics to DeLeon—poor abused place—it must be the spring or visiting the razor-backs, or has been
tired of Stetsonites, but alas for it—it can't carried away while watching the "choo choo" cars
grumble but simply has to endure us. We made go by, a happy set of people enter the transfer—as
an early start, leaving the dormitory only, how- happy as in the morning though perhaps more
ever, after a good dose of kind advice has been tired.
given by thoughtful friends.
But we are too
Talking and singing makes the ride home
happy to have our joyous mood spoiled by any- seem more short and everyone is surpvised when,
thing like that; everything, lunch baskets (men- at a sudden turn, the foremost horses strike the
tioned first because very important), wraps, ban- shell. Soon we are past Stetson, then only a little
ners, horns and whistles and at last people, are interval and we are passing through t o w n ; and in
piled into the transfer.
what seems scarce a minute we are home—old
The ride-—but it is too hard to describe. The Chaudoin is reached.

keeping time to his movements of vocalization, the
one like the bird in the cuckoo clock, the other
like the whiskers of a cockroach about to scurry
across the floor, at twilight's dusky hour. A seedy
looking black coat, faded now, and more valuable
as an archaic piece than as a garment, trousers
flagged at the knee, and shoes that have once done
yeoman service in some bygone days, probably
gathered from a picturesque heap of such bric-abrac on the outskirts of town, these go toward
making up a costume that is as familiar a sight as
the buzzards which haunt the ridge-poles of our
houses.
"Come up, Lewis!" calls some fellow from half
across the campus, "Gwine down, man, gwine
down, why will yo' go down?" and he sadly shakes
his head of twisted gray wool, which actually bristles up like a badger's in anticipation of an argument.
Argument? Yes sir; causes of racial
color; what it means to "Go d o w n ; " what is man's
duty, all of these, and countless other deep questions are pabulum for that active brain! No matter
how many of the fellows crowd about him in argument and superior numbers, and albeit he finds
himself in what would seem deep water to many a
less dauntless swimmer in verbal depths, Lewis is
not to be downed or drowned, for he always has
the best of the argument in his own mind; and
should it happen that he has to squirm too vigorously to suit even his ebon majesty, he can always
cut the gordian knot by muttering, as he shuffles
off; "Gwine down, man; gwine down."
Such is Lewis, an "Indispensable nuisance," as
one called him; but he is harmless, and not a nuisance, and as for the other, ask any of the boys
whether or not they could do without him ; they
would reply; "It would not be the campus without
Lewis." W h a t does he do? H e is cup-bearer to the
lords of Stetson, and "unending laughter" arises,
as this sable Thersites goes about his ministrations.
Edwin G. B.
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In the Spring;.
In the spring a livelier shirt-waist
Glitters on the maiden fair;
In the spring the college athlete
Lays aside his foot-ball hair.
In the spring the maiden's fancy
Lightly turns to pink ice-cream,
And the athlete's silver quarters
Vanish like a lovely dream.
"As Ithers See U s /
They come into the library with sufficient noise
to make everyone look up—these winter visitors.
They glance around the room and see—brightness
and cheer; crowded book shelves and magazine
cases; tables and chairs; a dozen or more, studying or gazing. At the left as they enter they see
a green felt-covered table over which leans pensively a tall slim youth who constantly shakes back his
long dark hair, as it gets between him and his law
book. At the right of the door they see our librarian sitting at her desk busily working. If they
listen they hear her warning pencil tap as some
rash ones forget the silence rule.
If the visitors go "behind the cases" they may
find some guilty people, with their chairs comfortably tilted back, their feet on the lowest shelf of
the case and a disconcerted look on their faces. Or
the visitors may be fortunate enough to see one of
those mortals who know the art of sitting, oh, so
comfortably on the broad window ledge and slipping quietly down just in time to escape the librarian. But if the winter tourists miss all these
things there is one other thing they are sure to see
—that is, our elegantly bound, up-to-date volume
of Webster's "die."

Message Bearers.
Sings the bird on the swinging bough,
Swinging and singing with zest of spring;
Brook and blossom call to him now—
Be voice for us, merry one, sing for us, sing!
B.
The Colonial Party; Seen Through an Auger Hole.
"A special meeting of the T P E society is called for to-day. There will be no meeting Saturday
night.
Signed by the president."
As you will perhaps remember, this notice was
read by Dr. Forbes in chapel Thursday morning preceding the now famous Colonial party
held in Stetson Gymnasium, Saturday night,

March 23rd. The boys exchanged glances and
and wonderingly asked " W h y ? " If not society,
what? " W h e n in doubt, eat;" when in ignorance
consult a girl, but this time it did not work, they
were wonderfully reticent. Therefore facts were
few; still, rumors were many—flying thick and fast
over the campus, fast as did the girls borrowing
man's attire, always for another girl.
All preparations were apparently conducted in
secret; the condition of the Dean's permission.
But when women or girls are promoters, being
ever reporters, things can leak out, so we found
out time, place and—well, suffice it to say, enough
to excite the curiosity of "prof," "theolog," and
boy. Boys never seen with a fair Co-ed, and
never known to stay to social hour; all, all were
seized with a wild desire to see, to pierce the veil
and look into the dim and " g y m " future. There
was a common object, and plans to attain it as
numerous as the boys—there was a single prayer
on every lip:
O h ! will you let us see it.
Miss MacLean, Miss MacLean,
For we want to, yes, we do.
Surely you will oblige us
With a single look or two.
We got the look—the same one you get when
you ask to take your best girl to church without
a chaperone.
All excitement in Chaudoin, all uncertainty
among the boys. This was the situation when the
eventful night settled down, dark and gloomy as
one could desire for crime and the like things to
be hidden from the "eye of man." At last they
came forth from Chaudoin, wrapped in mackintoshes and shawls, presumably for protection
from rain and cold. (In fact, the rain had ceased,
the thermometer registered 80 degrees.) Imagine
the chagrin of the over-ambitious lads, standing in
the shadows; and this was but the beginning of
trouble, more and greater followed quickly. Entering the " g y m " door, they left—not hope behind, but gmards. Here perished many fond ambitions. Most of the fellows gave it up as a bad job,
but the more determined were resolved to see. T o
see, or not to see was now the burning question;
whether it was nobler in mind to quietly sit in
Stetson Hall, or by desperately striving, see it!
But how? In our desperation we determined to
try the auguries. Happy t h o u g h t ! and quickly acted upon. While they were quick to respond we
were slow to comprehend their signs. At length,
vexed by our stupidity, a cross old augur (we afterwards found him a good all round old fellow) swore
that "we moderns are a stupid lot, probably
from Missouri and will have to be shown." But
with this unkind remark came his offer of assis-
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tance to the task in hand. As to how well he succeeded consult the undersigned or the work of
his hands in the rear of the "gym." Going immediately to work he quickly finished, and standingaside said, with a proud supercilious smile, "Behold how easily the ways of women are controverted and—observed." You can bet we were not slow
to do as we were bidden, and we continued to
gaze when neither forbidden by the still (?) small
voice within, nor violently torn from our place
by the fellows behind swinging on our coat tails.
It was a merry festive scene that we looked
upon, such a scene as delights us students searching for light upon wisdom and missdom. Looking
on such beauty and unmingled joy our hearts beat
faster and we felt the thrill of life. The dancers
were gay, even hilarious. Happy, light-hearted and
free were they, to be sure,
For life slips its tether
When Chaudoin girls are together
In the whirl of a merry dance.
The whole affair was a perfect success, a slight
delay in the grand march being the only hitch in
the program. And oh, what a dainty thing that
program was, only ten regulars with extras purposely (?) introduced between. To be honest, to
a boy behind the "screens" every dance seemed
extra.
I am sorry I am not a literary man nor a reporter of social functions. Indeed, 'twas a sight
worthy of the best description. The grand march,
quadrille, cakewalk, lemonade, ice-cream. "Riding
a free horse to death," " H o m e Sweet H o m e " —
and the comments afterwards protracted I doubt
not into the "wee sma' hours!" Oh, the pomp and
glory of that march led by Mr. Goodwine and his
little "L. C . " and Annie Rooney called for the
square dance! A detailed description of the unique
and beautiful costumes would delight you. T h e
completely changed staid professor! Prince
Charming in his suit of Royal Scarlet with his
mate in pure white; the man in conventional
white; the ubiquitous "flannel," this was a good
o n e ; then one that wras a corker, the ha^et girl, an
important cake walker (there were others not bad
in this line) and we must not slight the military
man, lusky as ever, bearing on his arm the queen
of the ball dressed in white and blue. But all this
would make a book, only we were there to look
not to write. There must be an end to all things
so at last while the strains of " H o m e Sweet H o m e "
fell upon our ears, we took our departure with this
thought (prompted by old auger), in our minds
and these words on our lips—
W e saw it through a hole
W e saw it through a hole—

And 'twas at Miss Mac's Colonial party
We saw it through a hole.
(Signed) " O n e of the Many at the Hole."

J2ocal and ^Personal.
Miss Daisy Brady has returned from a week's
visit to her home in Titusville.
Dean MacLean delivered a lecture before the
woman's club in Daytona on Saturday night.
Misses H a n d and Goodwin went over with net.
Misses Brady, Bemis, Porter, Compton, Harliman, Remmers Race and Howard, and Messrs.
Anthony, Graham, Merrow, Camp, Cole, Maxwell,
Pope, and Parramore chaperoned by Mrs. Maxwell and Miss Bradbury went to D e L e o n Springs
last Saturday afternoon and after having lunch at
five o'clock, drove home by moonlight. All reported a pleasant time and pronounced Miss Bradbury and Mrs. Maxwell ideal chaperones.
Strange that Miss Nina Howard should choose
the second Sunday for her visit to Emporia.
Mr. Baker has been bestowing his affections in
rather a triangular fashion lately.
Airs. Maxwell, son and daughter and Misses
Roney and Barnes leave for the coast next week
for a short visit, before returning to Kentucky.
They will all be greatly missed from Chaudoin, especially Air. Maxwell, and we sincerely hope they
like the Sunny South well enough to be with us
again next winter.
W e wonder why Mr. Camp has such a fondness
for walking home with chaperones from church,
evidently the weather has gone to his head.
The Chaudoin girls wish to thank the boys for
the delightful serenades that the) ve so kindly
given late'y. We wish to give special mention to
the one from Chaudoin cupola—"Distance lends
enchantment." Owners of instruments (ropes,
bells, etc.) may obtain same by calling at Dean
Purkis' office.
Will Miss Remmers please explain the unearthly noise under her window one Sunday morning
two weeks ago, also her rosy cheeks at breakfast.
On Sunday Stetson showed its loyalty to St.
Patrick by flying his green flag.
Miss Moore would like one of the boys, or
girls either, to "compose" an elevator for her benefit.
W e are all sorry to hear that one term's workin Stetson has so impaired "Prof." McBurney's
health, that, on finding her bed slats "non sunt"
the other night she had to sleep on the floor.
Mr. Baker sent a ring up t o Miss Blanding
yesterday afternoonn—to have some quicksilver
removed.
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Miss Cuddy is out again after several days' illness.
The many friends of Miss Compton regret
that she leaves for her home in Indiana next week.
T o o bad that Miss Bemis finds it necessary to
visit Vaughn's tonsorial parlors on account of her
throat.
Miss Winegar was the guest of table "four"
on Sunday and hasn't been in town since. Please
explain!
Hearty congratulations are offered to the occupants of room "24," and we hope the wedding
trip was enjoyed.
Miss Newhall has been studying Coleridge's
"Rime of the Ancient Mariner," and wishes to
know why the mariner kills the "fish," and why
on earth the poet speaks of an albatross as having
wines.
Where are we at?
We've heard of many a marvel,
Of strange and wondrous lore ;
We've learned of many a new thing
That we never knew before.
Beyond our comprehension
There are few things we h o p e ;
And questions rise most often
T o give our wisdom scope.
But ne'er before that we know
Has any wilful stripling
Asserted to our faces
That Tennyson wrote Kipling.

Como Prexy era calvo
La picaban los mosquitos
Y le clecian los muchachos
"Ten paciencia, Prexyquito."

Alisses McBurney, Hand and Goodwin left for
Chicago at the end of the term. We all miss these
charming young ladies very much and hope they
will return another year.
" E x a m s " are over and that tired look is gradually wearing off from the faces of the students.
T h e question arises : If the new comers are normals, are the old students abnormal ? Well we
hope not!
Miss Anne Halley, who has been the guest of
Miss Helen Forbes for a short time, left the other
day for Daytona.
Miss Mary Maxwell went to Daytona Wednesday on her way home. Miss Halley, Aliss Maxwell and Leighton Forbes drove over together.
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Miss Ella Hodges has returned t o school after
a term's rest and is taking normal work.
Miss Annie Wolseley has returned to school.
Her many friends are very glad to have her at
work with them again.
Aliss Ale Kinney has just recovered from a severe attack of the grippe.
Miss Cuddy's niece, Miss Fanny Richie, is attending the University. She and her mother are
at Mrs. AlcKinney's.
Miss Edna Verry is staying at Chaudoin Hall
for a short time during the absence of her parents.
The College men are moving into their new
dormitory, "the white house on the corner." Boys
on the campus are bad enough, but boys off it — !
Professor Sharp has gone "down souf" for a
short trip. We miss his cheery face round about
the place.
That curtain over the glass door to the law
room has not been put up yet. Perhaps the budding lawyers like to be gazed at.
We shall be glad when they get those ditches
in front of the Hall filled up for it is a nuisance to
find just as you are prepared to fly across the street
on your wheel, that they have dug up that portion
of the crossing which was extant an hour ago. Several people have taken a violent liking to exploration and have gracefully tumbled into the ditch
and come out sadder and wiser and sandier than
they went in.
Miss Palmer has a hard time keeping track of
the thumb tacks with which she fastens up the bulletins every morning. The other day she was very
much troubled to find one, and sat brooding ovet
her worries when a nice old gentleman asked her a
question in an undertone. Miss Palmer answered,
"I'm sorry but I haven't any thumb tacks left,
someone has taken them all." The man stared and
then mildly said, "I asked if you had anything on
the 'income tax.' "
After disappointing us on Saturday night, the
Chicago Glee Club gave us an exceedingly enjoyable entertainment on Monday night.
It was
worth coming a second time to hear. The song
entitled "A Seein' Things at Night" was especially
pleasing to the audience.
Mr. Frank Pope spent the 7th, 8th, and 9th, of
last month at home, the —being his father's
birthday.
We are glad to welcome Aliss Pennock back
again. She has been spending a few days on the
East Coast.
The latest—but it isn't out yet—is that Captain Fee is trying to grow a beard. That is—the
beard is not out yet.
The senior academy students lately had a conference with Prof. Broadus. The speaking was
)lain and to the point. Now the.v mnv hp SPPH
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perusing periodicals and reference books in the library.
Messrs. Anthony, Schmidt, Simonds, McFadden and Johnson spent Friday and Saturday at
Daytona.
Some of them went on wheels but it is
J
... , ,
,
.„
,,
,
not likely that they will use that mode ofr convey,
,
.
'
ance when they go again.
One of the most enjoyable and by far the most
, . .
, , ,
,
^i •
educating& of the lectures that have been given this
,
„ .
, •° 1 A
T
year was the one by
J Professor Lauder in the Au-'.
.
.
.
, ,T
.
,,
.
d i t o n u m on the evening of March
15th. TT
His
,
», r . ^ .
playing
was, to say the least, wonderful, t h e reL , b
,%-,
1
•
1 ,,
cital was repeated Saturday morning and the stu1
1
r "i\ it
o
dents were the &guests of Air. btetson.
"
Jull^rPlinnP011S

Life of Caesar
The Culinary Art
W h a t W e Know About Hats
The Lawyer's Compensation
Precious Stones
High Life for Horses
Modern Architecture
Girls

W a n t

Ye Olden Handiwork
Products of the Sea
Sleigh Bells
Trouble at West Point
When the Tide Goes Out
Hints on Hair Dressing
Catholicism . . .'
The Spiders' H o m e
The Soldiers in W a r
A Magician
—_—+++

Anthony.
Baker.
Felt.
Fee.
Dymond.
Oates.
Newhall.
Moore

Weaver.
Fish.
Tingle.
Hayes(mg).
Lowe.
Brady
Pope.
Webb.
Camp.
Palmer.

That leads us to Chaudoin Hall—
And say that golf is fun for all.
« .•
Expfession,
.
.
£ .
It we seek among various works tor a dehni.
,
...
tion of musical form, we will find something like
..
*
.
1 he means by which unity and proportion are
.
:
.1
i Ai- „ •
arrived at in musical works are the relative distri.
bution of kevs and harmonic bases on the one
- .
hand, and ot sumects or figures or melodies on the
.
. ,. .. ,° .
, , ,
,
n
other—and this distribution is called
the form ot
.
. ,,
t l l C W O l K.
~ ( .
Or ithis:
"Music when portraying feelings or emotions
w e a r e n o t to (
—(
' ^ w n a t ^ does when it is simply
narrative or descriptive) "assumes various forms
and undergoes various modifications, and being
t h e r e p r e s e n t a t } o n 0 f a p a s s i n g feeling or emotion.
h a g a d e n n i t e o u t i i n e _ a commencement, developm e n t a n d endinj? »
W e m a y fimj t h e g r a i n Q£ ^ ^
{n th{& h a n d f u ]
o f a p p a r e n t c h a f f > b y c o m p a r i n g those two great
Content
i l l g T e d i e n t s of music< f o r m a n d c o n t e n t
expression.
Content
is
is t h e t h o u g h t j f o r m is its
M u s i c a s a M e a n g of

what is said, form is how it is said. The passing
c h a r a c t e r o f m u s i c j u s t r e f e r r e d to, distinguishes it
character of pictures and
from
the permanent
s c u i p t u r e , and allies it to language, especially to
p o e t r y < w i t h w h i c h Jt h a s m a n y p o i m s j n

c o m m o n

W e m a y c o m p a r e a c o m p o s e r to a n authoi.; a n d

, for instance, that the author has some
fine
t h o u g h t h e w i s h e s t o express, he has manv
f o r m s t o c h o o s e f r o m . h e m a y e x p r e s it in p r o s e
^ ^ ^
h e m a y e x p r e s s i t i n yers^
jn a n y Q n e of
condensed,
either
by itforms< e i t h e r e x t e n d e d o r
self, or with other subordinate thoughts woven
about it, to beautify it by contrast or comparison.
Golf is decidedly the only game,
H e may state it briefly, in plain or simple words.
Which can the best be played by twain.
i e a d u s through a maze of. beautiful
or he m a y
The start is made at three p. m.
diction. In all these, the thought is practically the
A most enchanting drive and then
s a m e , but each form of its expression is different.
W e reach at once the putting green.
Now what is true of the author is true, in even
And, as it can be quickly seen
greater degree, of the composer.
A musical
That though the hole is very small.
thought is as definite a thing as any other kind of
In rolls with ease the player's ball.
thought, and while it may not be" expressible in
And so we go to number two.
w o r d S j i t h a s t h e w h o I e vocabulary of sound at
In thirteen minutes we are due.
i t s service, a realm far greater, with infinitely more
l o make again the little tee
strength, more delicacv. finer shading, more subtile
Upon the green that numbers three,
distinctions, than our clumsy and inadequate
But here alas! the ball is lost
language. W h o of us, in the vain attempt to exAnd tho' it may be at the cost
press some heavenward lifting thought, has not
Of many weary (?) waiting hours
risen above the bounds of language, and found it
And the spending of our powers,
fail us, while the realm of music, 1 limitless as the
Yet still we wait and wait and wait,
sky, stretches away into the blue distance of inUntil the hour is very late,
finity—with
her and there a star with its beckonAnd then, rejoicing o'er the found
ing gleam, and through all, the knowledge that
W e cover the now lonesome ground,
this realm, vast and unexhaustible. is ours to exsuppose
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plore forever and ever. W h a t more glorious arttask than to work with this material? The painter
may strive to emulate the tints of the sunset but
when can paint compare with pure light itself? If
the painter, by some magic spell, could condense
and crystallize light itself, in all its prismatic
beauty, into glowing lumps for use upon his palette
he would be more at an equal advantage, in his art,
with the composer, in his art, who handles the pure
medium of thought itself the only one, of all man's
heavenly gifts which is unsullied by any earthly
stain.
There is a sense in which we may imagine music
to be as free from the limitations of form, as the
clouds which pile their ever-changing fantastic
shapes against a summer sky, but not until we
reach that higher life, where every grand and
noble inspiration shall be followed by its expression—perfect and spontaneous—can we be independent of form.
Bach, Handel, Mozart and Beethoven have all
been on the mount of transfiguration, but by the
time they have clambered down its sides to earth
again, the glory was nearly faded from their faces,
and in the Passion music, the Hallelujah chorus,
the Requiem, and the deep soul dramas, we may
be certain that they have given us only a faint
echo of what they must there have heard. It is always so—
" T h e opening- blossoms of our thought,
Lose half their petals in the flower."
and to save the remaining petals form must be the
stem to the flower, the calyz too. It must be the
goblet that holds the rich wine of imagination,
which else would be spilled and lost. Any one of
a hundred differently formed goblets might contain this wine, which would remain the same,
though assuming different forms.
" F o r m , " in music, has to do with melody mainly, the rhythmical regulation of tone series on a
large scale. Melody, in order to be intelligible,
or in any way satisfactory, must be begun, continued and brought to a close in accordance with
some definite plan. The chief requirements of this
plan, like those of any work of art, are three, viz:
Unity, Variety and Symmetry.
The simplest form of composition in music
which can give any satisfaction, regarded as a
completed whole, is a single sentence, the nearest
analogue of which in poetry is a single stanza. A
good example is Mendelssohn's Spring Song, Consolation, etc.
H e r e the period is divided into two sections,
and these two sections are balanced against each
other symmetrically. The first section, with its
sense of partial close will be punctuated with a
semi-colon, and the last section, of course, with a
period. Besides these prominent divisions, each

section is divided, by a point of partial repose, into
two phrases, the point of partial repose may be
represented by a comma.
More frequent than otherwise, the third phrase
is nearly or quite an exact repetition of the first,
and the fourth similarly reminds one of the second,
that is, they rhyme with each other, so that such a
simple period (or sentence) is much like a stanza
of poetry.
Another thing that we should notice, is that
what gives unity to it, is the repeated use of a
single melodic fragment as a pattern or design.
This use of one or a few simple motives is carried out on the most elaborate scale in all large
compositions.
When the composer comes t o add a second sentence to his first, this new sentence will most naturally be a simple one, like the first, made up of
two symmetrical sections, balanced against each
other, as antecedent and consequent. This period
(sentence), however, must not be wholly new, or
we should have, not one composition, made up of
two periods, but two compositions of one period
each, wholly unrelated. The new period must, of
course contain new materials, or at least a fresh
treatment of the old ones, or it would be merely a
repetition of the first period.
But with variety there must also be unity. The
usual way of uniting a second period with a first to
form a composition, is to make the first section of
the new period of new fresh material, while the
second section is a more or less exact repetiton of
the closing section of the first period.
This form is a germ from which all the musical forms have sprung. It is in two divisions, balanced against each other as are two sections of a
simple period.
It may be enlarged by making each division
consist of a period group of two or more simple
periods united.
With this is contrasted another similar form,
often called a trio, after which the original form is
repeated, for the sake of unity. This is the form
in which marches, waltzes, etc., are written. All
the slow movements, minuets, and some of the
faster movements of the Mozart and Beethoven
Sonatas, are in this form.
The Sonata form is the most elaborate and extended of the forms developed from the elementary
plan just
given.
It
has no
less
than three main divisions, the middle, or
one of the middle divisions answering somewhat to the trio just mentioned, but itself,
elaborated and extended, and often containing a
trio of its own. Similarly, the other main movements are elaborated, the first movement containing a Principal and Second subject, connected by
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various transitions and modulations, and the third
movement or last, is really the repetition -or summing up of this first movement. So that the entire sonata outline is the growth of two main
divisions, like the two main divisions of an ordinary march, the first division and the trio, or second
division, the third division being merely an elaborated repetition of the first.
A F u g u e is a composition in strict style, and in
a certain form, in which a subject, being introduced by one part or voice, is repeated and imitated by
other parts or voices in succession, according to
certain laws, which time will not allow us to explain. W e have vocal fugues, as well as instrumental, and indeed most instrumental forms, have
a close parallel in vocal forms. The Grand Aria
is almost identical with a minuet and trio, in a
sonata or symphony, and many other parallels will
doubtless suggest themselves.

J[tluetic department.
The approach of the Spring Term of University
work marks the end of all heavy athletics for this
year. The warm weather is not suited to violent
or long sustained effort on track or field. Tennis
has not yet palled, and the courts are as vigorously used as ever. Indoor practicing of the old-time
and popular basketball continues with a vigor and
persistency a m o n g the young men that is surprising. Even golf lags. As for the basketball nine,
in spite of the efforts of the captain, despite the appointment of a captain for the second nine, and
regardless of the purchase of new balls, bats, and
gloves, plastron, and necessary equipment for
good team outfits, the interes* in the game still
lags.
It cannot be denied that the heavy sand of the
ball field has much to answer for in this matter of
lack of interest. It is not at all inviting to wade
through that deep sand, in which one goes nearly
ankle dee]) at every step, trying to catch the flying
sphere; it is hard enough to catch and hold it
when all the conditions are favorable. The truth of
the matter is, apparently, that the diamond, at
least, and probably the entire field will have to be
clayed, before that piece of ground will be a really
potent factor in advancing athletics at Stetson. It
has not contributed to the efficiency of the basketball team, for they boycotted that ground at the
very first. And it has never been the help that
ought to be derived from a piece of land as level
and commodious as it is. If some wizard were to
ask us what we most need in the line of college
athletics, the answer would have to b e : "A hard
and firm field, well enclosed!" May such a wizard
arise!
While the eominp- vear in University life is vet

comparatively distant, it is not too early to cast
a glance at the possibilities of athletic achievement
and hope for the next year. Shall our main stay
and game be the old time and tried football of the
north, or the more modern, but rapidly advancing,
game of basketball? Along this line, and prospect,
it may be of interest to some to read this note
from Mr. Asa B. Clark, of the Seminary west of
the Suwanee; it is under date of February 22,
1901 :

"As to football here, I am afraid that I cannot
give you much encouragement. The men here as
a general thing are prejudiced against football, or
rather their parents are, and it will be almost impossible to organize an eleven. As for basketball,
that might be arranged next season, and I can assure you that, although this is my senior year, and
I will not be a student at the W. F. S. next year, I
will be in Tallahassee, and will do all in my power
to further your objects."
There is a possibility that basketball may supercede the older game of football as a Southern
intercollegiate g a m e ; its possibilities for intercollegiate use here are manifold and convincing;
its smaller number of players to be transported
over these "magnificent distances" of Florida, its
greater safety, and its possibilities of being played
indoors, all contribute to its recommendations for
general adoption, among our Southern Colleges,
as the game, par excellence, for intercollegiate
athletics. We most earnestly commend the game
to all our sister institutions that have not yet taken it up. All necessary directions and rules can be
obtained in one, convenient form, in the little pamphlet published by Spa ding Brothers. Why cannot the "New South" forge her own pioneer path
and make this game distinctively the intercollegiate game of Southern Athletics?
At a recent meeting of the Stetson Athletic Association, it was decided that the following regulations should obtain :
i. "That any Stetson student, who plays at
least one intercollegiate game, shall have the privilege of wearing the initial, University 'S,' in any
manner, form, or fashion, that he may choose.
2. 1 hat any man who shall win a point for the
University at any intercolegiate field meet, shall
have a like privilege.
3. That a like privilege shall appertain to all
persons, in the University, who shall surpass,
under the supervision of a regularly appointed representative of the Association, the standards set,
in field athletics, by the committee annually
chosen to determine this matter; said committee
to be called the 'S-Committee.'
4. That the above named persons, and only
such shall have a right to the 'S.'
5. That, after aualifying, no man shall be entitled to wear the 'S.' until it shall have been con-
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MICHAEL DAVIS,
T H E CLOTHIER.
T H E S H O E MAN.
T H E D R Y G O O D S A1AN.
lr) all Styles
and
Low Prices

LEADER

Corner Boulevard and
New York Avenue.

Jacksonville Beef and Provision Company.
ADAMS & R I C H A R D S O N , W H O L E S A L E AND R E T A I L D E A L E R S I N

Northern and Western Meats.

Poultry and Garni

Hotel and Steamboat Supplies a Specialty.

Alderney Dairy, Evaporated Milk, Cream, Butter, Butterine, Etc.
Wholesale: 336-333 W. Bay St. "Phone

JACKSONVILLE,

Retail: Stalls 25-2G N e w City V a r k e t .

-

-

' P h o n e 334. P . (). Box 445.

-

FLORIDA.

W. (^. ^ n n o n ^ .
LIVERY & SALE STABLE
Finest rigs: gentle and reliable horses; careful drivers.
Bus
meets all trains at depot. Private 'phones at all hotels.
D e L a n d and O r a n g e City transfer—connects at O r a n g e City
with all trains on the East Coast road. D e L a n d and Beresford
night hack—connects at Beresford with all night trains on Plant
System.

W^TTS & (TpLiEl^

The Hardware and Furniture Dealers of DeLand
Also a full line of High Grade Bicycles.

Bicycles Sold. Rented nd R e p i r e d . Give us call.

T. E. Eeeles

TIN
AND

Respectfully,

SMITH
PLUMBER

ESTABLISHED
SINCE THE
FLOOD

W A T T S & MILLER.
Pipe fitting. Tin roofing, Guttering and Spouting, Pumps repaired, Wells and tanks made to
order. Repairing of all kinds, satisfaction guaranteed. Shops East Boulevard "

Running Broad J u m p
.Eighteen feet.
Standing Broad J u m p
T e n feet.
Running High Jump
Five feet, five inches.
Standing High Jump
Four feet, six inches.
Pole Vault
Nine feet, four inches.
220 yard Hurdles, (Two feet, six inches)
Twenty-nine seconds.
1 20 yard Hurdles, (Three feet). . .
Seventeen seconds.
Shot putting, (Twelve p o u n d ) . . . . Forty-five feet.
H a m m e r Throwing, (Twelve pound)
. . . . . . . . . . One hundred twenty-five feet.
The concert given by the Chicago Glee Club,
on Monday evening, March n t h , under the aus50 yard dash
Five and four-fifths seconds. pices of the Athletic Association, was in every
100 yard dash
Ten and four-fifths seconds. way a success. Especially was the financial part
220 yard dash .Twenty-four and two-fifths seconds. extremely gratifying to the members of the Asso440 yard dash
Fifty-five seconds. ciation, that now has a substantial account to its
Mile run
Five minutes, and seven seconds. credit.
ferred upon him, formally, by vote of the Association.
6. That no 'S' Committee shall be empowered
to lower the standards set by any previous committees, but may raise same at their discretion.
J. That these regulations shall apply solely
and only to the wearing of the single initial letter
'S,' and shall not hold, in whole or in part, to the
wearing of any other monograms, designs or combinations of letters." (Signed by the Committee
for 1900-1901.)
The standards set by the Committee for this
year, are as follows:
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425 B o u l e v a r d , n e x t t o
STEWART & BLY,
F.G. BRILL, UutchhihOn's Market. GEO. HUTCHINSON &CO.
Dealers in
LAWYERS
Deal if in
AND NOTARIES Ladies' and Gentlemen's Hose, Handerker- Choice Forida and Northern Meats. Everything in Season.
PUBLIC.
chiefs and Notions. Stationery and School
Bank Building, D E L \ N D , F L A

fy H- GlLLEfvl, 1V1. D.
O F F I C E OPPOSITE CABROI/LTON

O F F I C E H O I IIS

[9 t o 1 2 a m.
< 2 to 4 and
t o 8 p. m.

r?

Slli\S B. W^IGfiy,
JtyStir^ee

Office in Telegraph Office

Supplies. Florida Curios in season. Stetson
University Souvenir Trays, at one-half former prices.

SPECIALTY:
The famous 220 Page Coco Bola
A genuine 10c Ink Tablet for 5c.

Tablet.

"A Satisfied Customer is the Best Advertise-

J A.
Notions, Novelties, Toys, Gent's Furnishings, Musical Instruments, and
Strings. General repairing of all kinds
of Harness, Boots, Shoes, etc.

AGENT FOR SEWING MACHINES.

ment."

1

M a n Teacta Apicy,
G R E E N W O O D , S. C.
Secures positions for t e a c h e r s in
schools and colleges t h r o u g h o u t t h e
South. We have a n established reputation of eight years, conducted on
strictly business m e t h o d s . I n v a l u a b l e
to young g r a d u a t e s , j u s t out of college.
Send for our M a n u a l a n d Register, free.
Join N O W for fall positions.
F. M. Sheridan, Manager.

D E L A N D , FLA.

Ed. fl. IVlcDoriald
Experienced Barber
and [lair Dre$$er
Hot and cold baths. Below Board of Trade
Rooms, Dunn's block.

J. E. i\kxa]i<Ui
Attorney
At
Law
DELAND,

MagnOlio

FLORIDA

Studio.

MISS MINNIE E. NEAL.

Livery, f$$d^ Sale StaMes
Fine Turnouts, Careful Drivers, Opposite Hotel
Putnam, W. New York Avenue. DeLand, Fla.

J. V. Vaufhyi
The best and most popular barber of the city
solicits your patronage. Do not be afraid that
the same towel will be used twice. Be sure to
go to Vaughn's for the latest styles. Ladies
haircutting and shampooing a specialty.

J. f. i\lkyi $ Co.,

Xew York Ave., one block from College Arms.
:

Li very, feed

and Sale Staf>le$ '

Horses and Mules bought, sold and Exchanged
The finest Turnouts in the City. All orders
promptly attended to. Careful drivers only.
DeLand. Fla.

Cohen Brothers.
Popular Dry
Goods ficu$e
124

New York,
4C6 Broadway.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Portraits, Views. ffiS85?Bplllc
Work for Amateurs Done Promptly.

Souvenir Buttons.
Twelve different series from the L I F E
O F C H R I S T , printed : n colors on buttons to be used instead of Reward cards.
Price. 1=; cents per dozen, postpaid.

Bibles
All styles and sizes selected from the
best publishers in America and Europe.
A genuine Bagster Teachers' Bible with
all the latest helps, minion type. Price
90 cents; postpaid $1,10.

ONLY EXCLUSIVE
FURNITURE HOUSE
IN VOLUSIA COUNTY.

A GOOD S U N D A Y S C H O O L
for 25 cents; postpaid 35 cents.
Bibles just as good and cheap.

We keep in stock a full and complete
neie Iine_
line
of everything pertaining to our line of busi-l
ness, including Chamber and Parlo r Suites I
Sideboards, Wardrobes,
Bed and Single'
„„t,*
Lounges, Refrigerators, Spring Beds andc ;Mattresses, Chiffoniers, Mattings, Carpets, Desks,
Mosquito Canopies, etc.

The Autobiography of a Bird. By Virginia S. Patterson. 192 pages. Price, 60
cents. I t is beautifully illustrated with
colored plates and black and white initial sketches of birds.

DENTIST.

W. S. TAYLOR.

"There is a great deal of information offered concerning the habits of our common birds and the illustrations in colors
are exquisite."—The Chicago
Evening
Post

DeLaiyJ, Florida.

Corner New York Avenue and Boulevard,
Over Fisher's Drug Store,

Other

Dickey Downy.

P . O, B o x 116, D e L a n d , H a .

OFFICE: —

BIBLE

of our butter is enough. Henceforth we have
you as a customer. We carry only one grade
of butter which has its special merits. ( ur
butter at 30 cts. per pound is the best on earth.

J . T . Vir>zar\t-

AMERICAN
B A P T I S T PUBLICAT'N SOCIETY,
69 Whitehall St.,
ATLANTA,
=
GEORGIA.

STETSON

FURNISHINGS
DRY GOODS

MILLINERY a
SHOES

D

, MoElroy

DREKA

WOMEN'S AND MEN'S FURNISHINGS, NOTIONS,
Millinery and Fine Shoes.

DeLand, Florida.
A . D. M c B R I D E ,

COLLEGIATE.

DEALER IN EVERYTHING.

»

Ji

F R A N K E. B O N D , CASHIER.

PRESIDKNT.

VOLUSIA COUNTY
DELAND,

BANK

FLA.

Collections Made on all Parts
of the Country.

Capital Stock $50,000.
Personal Liability $100,000.

Does a General Banking Business.
American

N a t i o n a l B a n k of J a c k s o n v i l l e ,
Jacksonville, Fla.

E x c h a n g e N a t i o n a l Bank:,
N e w York.

Artistic Portraits and Views

5««v«'$ New Studio

At this Establishment, Developing and Printing
for Amateurs,
DISCOUNT T O STETSON STUDENTS

COR. RICH AVE. and BOULEVARD.

J. W. PERKINS,
ATTORNEY

AT
LAW
Florida

DeLand,

G. W. FISHER

"WE
SPEAK
FOR
YOUR
TRADE."

DRUGS and

W. D. H/\YPS

Bristles in Your
. . . Teeth

fancy
Groceries,
fruits,
Etc

Are not pleasant, but you'll get them if
you use a poor Tooth Brush.

GET A
BRUSH
That is built right; costs only a trifle more
but gives more satisfaction than a dozen cheaper ones. Our best are the best. Each one has
our name stamped on the handle.

W. A. Allen & Co.
Druggists and Pharmacists.
NEXT TO P. o.

!V[r$.VidaZ.Ba$r$cl^, 1VLD.
O F F I C E HOURS:
i0

2°tolZm.

Npw

*ork Avenue,

STATIONERY,

GOLF

GOODS.

DELAND, FLA.

^YLi\p \ BLi\p,
DEALERS IN

7 t o 9 p. m.
Staple and Fancy Goods. Butter and Cheese a

DeLand, Fla.

Specialty.

STETSON

COLLEGIATE.

3robn B. Stetson XHniv>er6tt£,
Hn affiliation Tixattb

TLhc Hniversit^ of ChicagoTHE WORK DONE IN ONE INSTITUTION
IS GIVEN PRO RATA CREDIT IN THE OTHER.
Courses are ©fferefc in tbe followtna Bepartmente:
T h e College of Liberal Arts—Courses

The Business School—Thorough busi-

of four years leading to B. A. and

ness courses including stenogra-

B. S. degrees.

phy, typewriting, telegraphy, and
banking.

The Academy—Preparing for the larger

The School of Art—Presided over by an

colleges and giving special aca-

artist of recognized ability.

demic courses.

The School of Music—Piano, pipe or-

T h e School of Law—Two years course

gan, violin, mandolin, guitar and

leading to L L . B. degree.
The Normal School—For the

voice in charge of experienced in-

training

structors.

of teachers.

MORE THAN TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND
DOLLARS HAVE BEEN INVESTED IN BUILDINGS
AND EQUIPMENT.

For Full Information Address,

JOHN F. FORBES, Ph.D., President.
DeLand,

-

-

-

Florida.

